
Events / Festivals of Light:

Marseille, Forcalquier, Lyon, Metz,

St-Nicolas feast in Nancy…

Book fair opening:

Bruxelles, St-Étienne. 

Artists openings: Marseille,

Forcalquier, Granada, Crest.

Various forms already explored: 

welcoming guests, offi cial opening 

nights, glittering, walks, parades, 3D 

storytelling, funny tricks

and surprises…

(all age groups, adjustment for all countries)

Human enlightenment
in variable geometry

human-lights
is the presence of men and women 

lamps. Stories of light with a connec-
tion according to theme and context. 
Chanting words to live music, with a 
thousand and one adventures to be 

imagined together. The perfect poetic 
opening for a book fair, a light festival, 

any event which seeks  to create an 
intimate or unifying mood, wherein our 
humanity is given the place of honour.

From the ordinary to the dreamlike,
accessible to all…

The Tout Samba’L Street Theatre Company
sows questions, laughter, and poetry in the fi eld of our day to day habits,

in cities, villages, country paths or woodlands...

Since 1983, Tout Samba’L has been creating artistic street theatre adventures open to 
all. Each one having it’s own particular theme, style and messages, while allowing ac-
tors, clowns, poets, and musicians space for beautiful improvisations. The performances 
being, at once in osmosis and in counterpoint to the moment, the public and place. 
The creations denounce with apparent lightness, in order to better reach a deeper truth. 
With luxuriant imagination, games, words, unheard of situations, extremely funny and 

moving unfold... Radiating from la Cîmenterie (a renovated Cement Factory)
womb of art and friendliness nestled on the hillside of Haute-Provence

and his passions contaminates everyone: professionals
and amateurs, children, adults and disabled...

in workshops, meetings and
art courses.

Entertainment
Coming soon from Tout Samba’L:

À tire d’ailes (Taking fl ight) with Adèle R. 
& a future interactive show.

Other shows now on:

• Le Bar baladeur (the Strolling bar) (all age groups - all nationalities)
Not a pub … but a hub of emotion !

• Exilod (all age groups - all nationalities)
Journeying amnesia

• Balades sous abat-jour (Walks by lamp light) (all age groups)
With poetry at the fi ngertips

Tout Samba’L also facilitates gatherings, workshops, and other artistic events
tailored to your specifi c wishes and requirements.

Contact

Compagnie Tout Samba’L - La Cîmenterie
Campagne des Arnaud, 04300 Forcalquier

phone : 33 492 75 30 77
mail : info@toutsambal.fr
www.toutsambal.fr/blog

Mobile : Nini Rhode at 33 677 07 02 41

From the ordinary to the dreamlike,

Les zallum-

Tout Samba’L & la Cîmenterie are sponsored by DRAC-PACA, région PACA,
Conseil général des Alpes-de-Haute-Provence and city of Forcalquier...



 
 

A string of characters…

• Schlabac Steppenwolf map

• Sansylve Mermaid of troubled water

• Tourtombrelle Rare bird of wind currents

• Aurore Prince galop of the castles in the air

• Musagriffe Small steps, of the tiny pearls and milk teeth 

• Tchin-lie Gentle oriental mystery

• Amédéo Gardener of fairy lights

• Butler-dam Servant of glowing streams

• Filoumène Knitter of fairy threads

& other human-lights creation

Photographs : Yann Sévrin, Yves Riché, Christophe Cossin ; layout : Samuel Autexier.

méS <----> HUMAN-lights

With : Indiana Amézianne, Max Bernery,

Frank Charron, Céline Champinot, Olivier Clément,

Thomas Daviaud, Fred Foucher, Vincent Loubert Bié, 

Antoine Mahaut, Véronique Renard,

Annie Rhode, Manue Savin…

A burst of stumbling laughter

These human lamps, escaping from 

their secret gardens, form a choreogra-

phic movement with body and light. 

Winking, they greet you and take you 

on a gentle globetrotting journey to the 

horizons of childhood. They connect 

and share with you a profoundly human 

moment of illumination. The time for a 

poetic sentence, the tender shadow of a 

sigh or a burst of stumbling laughter…
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